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Background:
There has been rapid development in new treatments for systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis
(SJIA) but there is no consensus on when and how to withdraw medications. There are
validated criteria for clinical inactive disease (CID) in juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA); however,
as SJIA is considered an autoinflammatory disease there may be additional criteria to consider.
The SJIA CARRA workgroup sought to obtain opinions on CID in SJIA and how physicians
approach withdrawal of medications.
Methods:
An anonymous electronic survey using REDCap was sent to 100 randomly selected voting
members of CARRA. The survey elicited physicians’ opinions on CID in SJIA and physicians’
current approaches to withdrawal of medications in CID. Descriptive statistics were used to
analyze the data.
Results:

Eighty-three of the 100 surveyed CARRA members completed the survey including 7 members
that opted out, as they are not involved in clinical care of SJIA. The vast majority of participants
(88%) agreed with the current criteria for CID in SJIA. Stated reasons for dissent included lack
of ferritin and other inflammatory markers in the criteria, presence of uveitis in the criteria,
preference for extending duration of morning stiffness, preference for changing duration of time
required for CID, imprecision of physician global score and lack of patient/parent-reported
outcomes. Ninety-three percent agreed with the current definition for clinical remission on
medications (CRM) in SJIA. Disagreement was due to preference for 1 year (not 6 months) of
inactive disease to meet CRM. Most felt it was necessary to meet CRM (78%) before tapering
medications other than steroids, but others stated preferences for withdrawing other therapy
before 6 months of CID. Most members (76%) reported using the CARRA SJIA consensus
treatment plans always or the majority of the time. All members reported that they weaned
steroids first in SJIA patients on combination therapy, 47% reported waiting greater than 6
months before tapering additional medications, and 37% preferred waiting only 2-6 months. An
equal number of members (35% each) reported tapering methotrexate over more than 6 months
and 2-6 months; however a higher proportion (39%) preferred tapering anakinra, canakinumab
and tocilizumab more quickly over 2-6 months and favor spacing the dosing interval for
canakinumab and tocilizumab. When patients are on combination therapy with methotrexate
and biologics, 58% preferred tapering methotrexate first while most others would consider
patient/family preference and adverse effects to guide their choice.
Conclusion:
Most CARRA members surveyed are using previously published consensus treatment plans for
SJIA and agreed with validated definitions of CID and CRM. There was also agreement with
tapering steroids first in SJIA, but there was considerable variability with all other medications.
Further work will need to be done to develop consensus in withdrawal plans for medications in
SJIA.
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